Abstract. We analyze the performance of the widely studied Perceptron and Winnow algorithms for learning linear threshold functions under Valiant's probably approximately correct (PAC) model of concept learning. We show that under the uniform distribution on boolean examples, the Perceptron algorithm can efficiently PAC learn nested functions (a class of linear threshold functions known to be hard for Perceptron under arbitrary distributions) but cannot efficiently PAC learn arbitrary linear threshold functions. We also prove that Littlestone's Winnow algorithm is not an efficient PAC learning algorithm for the class of positive linear threshold functions, thus answering an open question posed by Schmitt [Neural Comput., 10 (1998), pp. 235-250]. Based on our results we conjecture that no "local" algorithm can learn linear threshold functions efficiently.
Introduction.
The classical Perceptron algorithm and Littlestone's Winnow algorithm are two algorithms for learning linear threshold functions which have been studied extensively in the online mistake bound model [4, 8, 13, 16, 17, 19, 28] . In this model the learning algorithm sequentially makes predictions on examples as they are received, using a hypothesis which it can update after each example, and the performance of an algorithm is measured by the worst-case number of prediction mistakes it makes on any example sequence. The well-known Perceptron convergence theorem [6, 20, 24] establishes conditions under which the Perceptron algorithm will make a bounded number of mistakes on a (possibly infinite) sequence of examples, and Littlestone [14, 15, 16] has obtained similar results for the Winnow algorithm.
Despite widespread interest in the Perceptron and Winnow algorithms, relatively little is known about their performance in Valiant's commonly used probably approximately correct (PAC) model of concept learning [26] . In this paper we establish some positive and negative results which help to clarify the learning abilities of Perceptron and Winnow in the PAC model.
In the PAC learning model there is a fixed distribution D from which labelled examples are drawn; the goal of the learner is to find a hypothesis which closely approximates the target function under distribution D. It has long been known that if the space of possible examples is the n-dimensional unit sphere S n , then the Perceptron algorithm is not an efficient PAC learning algorithm for the class of linear threshold functions because of "hard" distributions which concentrate their weight on examples close to the separating hyperplane. Baum [5] has shown that if D is restricted to be the uniform distribution on S n , though, then Perceptron is an efficient PAC learning algorithm for the class of linear threshold functions. Schmitt [25] has shown that Perceptron is not an efficient PAC learning algorithm for the class of linear threshold functions over the example space {0, 1} n ; his proof works by exhibiting a nested boolean function (a special type of linear threshold function) and a distribution which is concentrated on "hard" examples for that function. No results analogous to these have appeared for the Winnow algorithm; as Schmitt noted, it was not known "whether Littlestone's rules can PAC identify in polynomial time" [25] . This paper makes the following contributions: In section 3 we show that under the uniform distribution on {0, 1} n the Perceptron algorithm is an efficient PAC learning algorithm for the class of nested boolean functions. This demonstrates that Schmitt's negative result for nested functions depends on choosing a "hard" distribution. However, in section 4 we give a simple proof that the Perceptron algorithm is not an efficient PAC learning algorithm for the class of linear threshold functions under the uniform distribution on {0, 1}
n . This provides an interesting contrast to Baum's result and answers an open question in Schmitt [25] . Finally, we prove in section 5 that the Winnow algorithm is not an efficient PAC learning algorithm for the class of positive linear threshold functions over {0, 1}
n . To the best of our knowledge this is the first negative result for Winnow in the PAC model. We conclude in section 6 with suggestions for future research.
Preliminaries.
A concept class C on an example space X is a collection of boolean functions on X. The sets C and X are striated; i.e., C = ∪ n≥1 C n and X = ∪ n≥1 X n , where each c ∈ C n has domain X n . Throughout this paper X n will be the boolean cube {0, 1}
n . We will mainly deal with the class H n of n-dimensional linear threshold functions. A boolean function f : {0, 1} n → {−1, 1} is a linear threshold function if there is a weight vector w ∈ R n and a threshold θ ∈ R such that f (x) = 1 iff w · x ≥ θ. Such a pair (w, θ) is said to represent f. See [7, 21] for extensive treatments of linear threshold functions on {0, 1} n .
Perceptron.
Throughout its execution the Perceptron algorithm maintains a weight vector w and a threshold θ as its current hypothesis. The algorithm proceeds in a series of steps; in each step it receives an example x, uses its hypothesis to make a prediction on x, and adjusts its hypothesis if the prediction is incorrect. Initially, the algorithm starts with weight vector w = (0, . . . , 0) and threshold θ = 0. Upon receiving an example x, the algorithm predicts according to the threshold function w · x ≥ θ. If the prediction is incorrect, the hypothesis is updated according to the following rule:
• On a false positive prediction, set w ← w − x and set θ ← θ + 1.
• On a false negative prediction, set w ← w + x and set θ ← θ − 1. No change is made if the hypothesis was correct on x. If each example x belongs to {0, 1} n , then each w i and θ will always be integers; this fact will prove useful later. The well-known Perceptron convergence theorem bounds the number of mistakes which the Perceptron algorithm can make.
Theorem 2.1 (see [6, 20, 24] • On a false positive prediction for all i set w i ← α −xi w i ; • On a false negative prediction for all i set w i ← α xi w i . It should be noted that, in this form, Winnow is capable only of expressing positive threshold functions as its hypotheses. This limitation can be easily overcome, however, by using various simple transformations on the input (see [14, 15] ). Littlestone has proved the following result, analogous to the Perceptron convergence theorem, bounding the number of mistakes which Winnow makes. Theorem 2.2 (see [16] 
2.3. PAC learning with online learning algorithms. In Valiant's PAC learning model [12, 26] the learning algorithm has access to an example oracle EX(c, D) which, in one time step, provides a labelled example x, c(x) , where x is drawn from the distribution D on the example space X. The function c ∈ C is called the target concept; the goal of the learning algorithm is to construct a hypothesis h which, with high probability, has low error with respect to c. We thus have the following. Definition 2.3. We say that an online learning algorithm A (such as Perceptron or Winnow) is an efficient PAC learning algorithm for concept class C over X if there is a polynomial p(·, ·, ·) such that the following conditions hold for any n ≥ 1, any distribution D over X n , any c ∈ C n , and any 0 < , δ < 1 :
• Given any example x ∈ X n algorithm A always evaluates its hypothesis on x and (once provided with c(x)) updates its hypothesis in poly(n) time.
• If algorithm A is run on a sequence of examples generated by successive calls to EX(c, D), then with probability at least 1 − δ algorithm A will generate a hypothesis h such that Pr
An algorithm A is said to be an efficient PAC learning algorithm under a fixed distribution D if it satisfies the above definition for the fixed distribution D. The most natural distribution over a finite set is of course the uniform distribution; we write U n to denote the uniform distribution over {0, 1} n .
PAC learning versus online mistake bound learning.
Several generic techniques are known [1, 11, 14] for converting any online mistake bound learning algorithm to a PAC algorithm. These conversion procedures yield PAC learning algorithms whose running time is polynomially related to the running time of the original online algorithm. Using these conversion procedures Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 imply that Perceptron and Winnow are efficient PAC learning algorithms for certain restricted linear threshold learning problems. For example, one straightforwardly obtains the following. 3. Perceptron can learn nested functions under U n . In this section we establish a sufficient condition for a family of threshold functions to be efficiently learnable by Perceptron under U n . We prove that nested functions satisfy this condition and thereby immediately obtain the main result of this section. This complements Schmitt's result [25] that the Perceptron algorithm cannot efficiently PAC learn nested functions under arbitrary distributions.
The class of nested functions, denoted NF n , was introduced by Anthony, Brightwell, and Shawe-Taylor in [3] .
Definition 3.1. The class of nested functions over x 1 , . . . , x n is defined as follows:
1. For n = 1, the functions x 1 and x 1 are nested.
, where g is a nested function on x 1 , . . . , x n−1 , * is either ∨ or ∧, and l n is either x n or x n . It is easy to verify that the class of nested functions is equivalent to the class of 1-decision lists of length n in which the variables appear in the reverse order x n , . . . , x 1 . The following lemma establishes a canonical representation of nested functions as threshold functions.
Lemma 3.2. Any f ∈ NF n can be represented by a linear threshold function
, and wi<0 w i < θ n < wi>0 w i . Proof. The proof is by induction on n. For n = 1 the appropriate threshold function is
For n > 1, f must be of the form g * l n , where g is a nested function on x 1 , . . . , x n−1 . By the induction hypothesis, g can be expressed as a threshold function w 1 x 1 + · · · + w n−1 x n−1 ≥ θ n−1 , with w 1 , . . . , w n−1 , θ n−1 satisfying the conditions of the lemma. There are four possibilities:
In each case it can be verified that the stated threshold function is equivalent to f and that w 1 , . . . , w n , θ n satisfy the conditions of the lemma. 
n , if w · x = t, then t must be an integer, but since every integer has a unique binary representation, at most one x ∈ {0, 1} n can satisfy w · x = t for any given value of t. Consequently, no example x ∈ {0, 1} n can have |w · x − θ| < 1 2 , and |{x ∈ {0, 1} n :
The lemma follows by noting that w = (
and that the distance from a point x to the hyperplane w · x = θ is w −1 · |w · x − θ|. This lemma ensures that relatively few points can lie close to the separating hyperplane for a nested function; consequently, as we run Perceptron most of the updates will cause the algorithm to make significant progress, and it will achieve -accuracy in polynomial time. The following theorem formalizes this intuition. Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 in [5] . Let w · x ≥ θ be a gradual linear threshold function which represents c. We assume without loss of generality that w, θ have been normalized; i.e., w = 1, so |w · x − θ| is the distance from x to the hyperplane. By Definition 3.3, there is some constant k > 0 such that for all τ > 0 the probability that a random example drawn from EX(c, U n ) is within distance τ of the hyperplane w · x = θ is at most τ /2k. Letting τ = k , we have that with probability at most /2, a random example drawn from EX(c, U n ) is within distance k of the hyperplane. Let B ⊆ {0, 1} n be the set of examples x which lie within distance k of the hyperplane; so Pr x∈Un [ 
Let (w t , θ t ) represent the Perceptron algorithm's hypothesis after t updates have been made. If (w t , θ t ) is not yet -accurate, then with probability at most 1/2 the next example which causes an update will be in B. Consider the following potential function:
Recalling our Perceptron update rules, we see that
. Since x was misclassified, we know that ±(w t · x − θ t ) ≤ 0, and hence ∆N (α) ≤ 2αA + n + 1. If x ∈ B, then A ≤ 0; if x / ∈ B, then A ≤ −k α. As a result, ∆N (α) < n + 1 for x ∈ B, and ∆N (α) < n + 1 − 2k α for x / ∈ B. Suppose that during the course of its execution the Perceptron algorithm has made r updates on examples in B and s updates on examples outside B. Since (w, θ) have been normalized we have that |θ| ≤ √ n, and hence N 0 (α) ≤ α 2 (n + 1). Since N t (α) must always be nonnegative, it follows that 0 ≤ r(n + 1) + s(n + 1 − 2k α) + α 2 (n + 1).
If we set α =
12(n+1) 5k
, then simplifying the above inequality we obtain To bound the first of these conditional probabilities, we note that conditioned on the event that each h i has error at least , the expected number of updates is at least 2m. A straightforward Chernoff bound [2] shows that this first conditional probability is at most δ/2.
To bound the second conditional probability, we recall that if at least m updates take place, then at least 7/12 of the updates must be on examples in B. However, as noted earlier, if each h i has error at least , then for each update the probability that the update is in B is at most 1/2. Another application of Chernoff bounds shows that the second conditional probability is at most δ/2, and the theorem is proved.
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 2.1 we have that the Perceptron is a PAC learning algorithm for the class of nested functions under the uniform distribution on {0, 1} n .
Perceptron cannot learn
H n under U n . A very simple argument suffices to establish this result. We require the following definition.
Definition 4.1 (see [25] ). The weight complexity of a linear threshold function f is the smallest positive integer t such that f can be represented as w · x ≥ θ, with each w i and θ an integer and max{|w 1 |, . . . , |w n |, |θ|} ≤ t.
Theorem 4.2. The Perceptron algorithm is not an efficient PAC learning algorithm for the class of linear threshold functions under the uniform distribution on {0, 1}
n . Proof. We take = 1 2 n +1 ; so any -accurate hypothesis must agree exactly with the target concept, since misclassification of a single example would imply an error rate under the uniform distribution of at least 1 2 n > . Håstad [9] has constructed a linear threshold function which has weight complexity 2 Ω(n log n) . If we take this as our target concept, then it follows that at least 2 Ω(n log n) update steps must be performed by the Perceptron algorithm in order to achieve exact identification (since Perceptron hypothesis weights are always integral and each weight is increased by at most 1 during each Perceptron update step). However, the amount of computation time which a PAC learning algorithm is allowed is only poly(n, 1 ) = poly(n, 2 n ) = 2 O(n) .
Winnow cannot learn H n .
Although the Winnow algorithm has been extensively studied in the online mistake bound learning model, little is known about its performance in other learning models. In this section we show that Winnow is not an efficient PAC learning algorithm for the class of positive linear threshold functions. More precisely, we prove the following theorem. 1 ) steps. As a consequence of the proof of this theorem, we will obtain an explicit family of "hard" threshold functions and corresponding example sequences which cause Winnow to make exponentially many mistakes. Maass and Turan [18] have used a counting argument to show that, given any (w I , α, θ), there exists a target threshold function and example sequence which together cause Winnow(w I , α, θ) to make exponentially many mistakes, but no explicit construction was known.
5.1.
A threshold function with large coefficients and a small specifying set. The proof of Theorem 3.5 makes use of several lemmas. In the first lemma we show that a nested boolean function with alternating connectives requires exponentially large coefficients. (Similar results can be found in [21, 22] .) Lemma 5.
Let n be odd and let u · x ≥ θ be a positive threshold function which represents the nested function
f n = (. . . (x 1 ∨ x 2 ) ∧ x 3 ) ∨ x 4 ) . . . ) ∨ x n−1 ) ∧ x n .
For all i ≥ 3 we have that u i ≥ F i−3 u 3 , where F i is the ith Fibonacci number:
Proof. The proof is by induction on k, where n = 2k + 1. For clarity we use two base cases. The case k = 1 is trivial. If k = 2, then since f 5 (0, 0, 0, 1, 1) = 1 and f 5 (0, 0, 1, 0, 1) = 0, we find that u 4 ≥ u 3 . Similarly, since f 5 (0, 0, 1, 1, 0) = 0, we find that u 5 ≥ u 3 .
We now suppose that the lemma is true for k = 1, 2, . . . , j − 1 and let n = 2j + 1. By assumption, (u 1 , . . . , u n ) and θ are such that u · x ≥ θ represents f n . If we fix x n = 1 and x n−1 = 0, then it follows that u 1 x 1 + · · · + u n−2 x n−2 ≥ θ − u n is a threshold function which represents f n−2 ; so by the induction hypothesis the lemma holds for u 3 , . . . , u n−2 , and we need only show that it holds for u n−1 and u n .
Since f n (1, 1, . . . , 1, 0, 0, 1) = 0, we have that u 1 + u 2 + · · · + u n−3 + u n < θ. On the other hand, since f n (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 1) = 1, we have that u n−1 + u n ≥ θ. From these two inequalities it follows that
Since u is positive, this inequality implies that
Using the induction hypothesis we obtain the inequality
Similarly, since f n (1, 1, . . . , 1, 0) = 0, we have that
By the induction hypothesis, we find that
and the lemma is proved.
Since
2 , we have shown that f n must have coefficients whose ratio is exponentially large.
We require a definition from [3] before stating the next lemma. Definition 5.3. Let c ∈ H n . We say that c is consistent with a set
The set S is said to specify c in H n if c is the only function in H n which is consistent with S; we say that such a set is a specifying set for c in H n . The specification number of c, denoted σ n (c), is the smallest size of any specifying set for c in H n .
The following results are proved in [3] . Lemma 5.4. 1. Every c ∈ H n has a unique specifying set of size σ n (c).
We use the results of Lemma 5.4 to show that the function g n defined below has a small specifying set.
Lemma 5.5. Let n be even and let g n be the linear threshold function represented by
Proof. The function g n ↓ is represented by
It is straightforward to verify that this is precisely the nested function
on n − 1 variables. By part 2 of Lemma 5.4, we have σ n−1 (g n ↓) = n. The function g n ↑ is represented by
Again, one can easily verify that this is precisely the nested function
on the n − 3 variables x 3 , . . . , x n−1 ; in this nested function the boolean connectives alternate between ∨ and ∧ until the very end, where two consecutive ∨'s occur. Since g n ↑ does not depend on the two variables x 1 , x 2 , parts 4 and 2 of Lemma 5.4 imply that σ n−1 (g n ↑) = 4σ n−3 (g n ↑) = 4(n − 2). It follows from part 3 of Lemma 5.4 that σ n (g n ) ≤ 5n − 8.
Proof of Theorem 3.5.
One more lemma is required. We prove that the coefficients of x n−1 and x n in any representation of g n must be almost, but not exactly, equal.
Lemma 5.6. Let n be even and let g n be as defined in Lemma 5.5 .
Proof. Let e j denote the boolean vector whose jth coordinate is 1 and all of whose other coordinates are 0. Let a = e 3 + e 5 + e 7 + · · · + e n−1 . Since g n (a) = 0, it follows that v 3 + v 5 + · · · + v n−1 < θ. On the other hand, let b = e 3 + e 5 + · · · + e n−3 + e n . Since g n (b) = 1, it follows that v 3 + v 5 + · · · + v n−3 + v n ≥ θ. Combining these two inequalities, we find that v n > v n−1 .
To see that v n cannot be much greater than v n−1 , let c = e 1 + e 5 + e 7 + e 9 + · · · + e n−3 + e n . Since g n (c) = 0, we have
Combining these two inequalities, we find that v n < v n−1 + v 3 , and the lemma is proved.
Proof of Theorem 3.5. We first prove the theorem for the restricted case in which we assume that w I = (1, . . . , 1). After we have done this we will show how this assumption can be eliminated.
Fix α > 1 and θ > 0. Let S denote the specifying set for the threshold function g n ; we know from Lemma 5.5 that |S| ≤ 5n − 8. Let D be the distribution on {0, 1} n which is uniform on S and gives zero weight to vectors outside of S. We will show that with g n as the target concept, D as the distribution over examples, and = [23] .) Since S is a specifying set for g n , though, if w · x ≥ θ is consistent with S, then it must in fact agree exactly with g n . We will show that there is no value of α which could enable Winnow to generate a vector w such that w · x ≥ θ represents g n (x) in poly(n) steps.
Let (w, θ) be such that Winnow generates w and w · x ≥ θ represents g n (x). Since g n ↓ is precisely the nested function f n−1 of Lemma 5.2 and w is positive, by Lemma 5.2 we have that w n−1 ≥ F n−4 w 3 . Combining this with Lemma 5.6, we obtain
Since we assumed that w I = (1, . . . , 1), and every example for Winnow lies in {0, 1} n , it follows that wn wn−1 = α j for some positive integer j, and hence that α = 1 + 1 Ω(φ n ) . However, then at least Ω(nφ n ) update steps are required to achieve w n−1 ≥ F n−4 w 3 ; consequently, no hypothesis consistent with g n can be achieved in poly(n) steps. Now we consider the case of an arbitrary positive start vector w I ; so fix some positive w I , α > 1, and θ > 0. We assume without loss of generality that w 
, then Winnow can never achieve a hypothesis which represents the threshold function g n (x), and can hence never achieve -accuracy; so we assume that such an i 1 exists. Similarly, if there is no integer i 2 such that 1 < w
then there is a threshold function which Winnow can never achieve (the function g n with a permutation on the variables is such a function); so such an i 2 must exist as well. Taking the product of these inequalities, we find that
Since i 1 + i 2 must be a positive integer, this implies that α < (1 + it follows that Ω(nφ n ) update steps will be required. Hence no hypothesis consistent with g n can be achieved in polynomial time, and the theorem is proved.
As an immediate consequence of this proof, we note that the example sequence which simply cycles through S will force Winnow to make exponentially many mistakes on g n .
Conclusion.
Many questions remain to be answered about the PAC learning ability of simple online algorithms such as Perceptron and Winnow. Perceptron is now known to be a PAC learning algorithm for linear threshold functions under the uniform distribution on the n-dimensional unit sphere and is known not to be a PAC learning algorithm for linear threshold functions under the uniform distribution on {0, 1} n . Analogous results have yet to be obtained for Winnow under uniform distributions. More generally, it would be interesting to identify the class of threshold functions which Perceptron (Winnow) can PAC learn under the uniform distribution and under arbitrary distributions.
The linear threshold function g n used in our Winnow proof is very similar to a nested function; in particular, both g n ↑ and g n ↓ are nested functions. In light of this fact, and of Schmitt's proof that Perceptron is not a PAC learning algorithm for the class of nested functions, it would be interesting to determine whether Winnow is capable of PAC learning the class of nested functions (or, equivalently, the class of decision lists).
Both the Perceptron and Winnow algorithms are local in the sense of [27] : each update to a weight w i depends only on the value of w · x, the value of w i , the value of x i , and the correct classification of the example. Such algorithms are of particular interest because they require very limited communication between the processors that perform the updates for each weight and are hence well suited for implementation on a distributed system such as a neural network. Known algorithms for learning threshold functions efficiently, such as the algorithm of [18] which is based on linear programming, are nonlocal. We conjecture that local learning algorithms cannot efficiently learn the unrestricted class of threshold functions.
A final issue is attribute efficiency. A learning algorithm is said to be attribute efficient if, when the target concept has k relevant variables out of n, the number of calls which the algorithm makes to the example oracle is polynomial in k and poly-logarithmic in n. Littlestone's results for Winnow show that it is an attribute efficient algorithm for certain simple subclasses of threshold functions such as disjunctions and r-out-of-k threshold functions. Our results imply that Winnow is not an attribute efficient PAC learning algorithm for the unrestricted class of linear threshold functions. It would be interesting to gain a better understanding of the abilities and limitations of Winnow as an attribute efficient learning algorithm.
